Clinical Study Manager
Home based

English and German or Spanish or Dutch speaker

Come and join a global leader in healthcare with locations
across the world and around 8,000 employees.
The devices (manufactured and sold globally) are
groundbreaking AND life changing.
Thanks to a full pipeline of R&D and new products, this
company is really leading the way and innovating within their
space.
At this company you’ll enjoy a flat hierarchy (no top down
management here!) where communication is open and you are
valued not just as an employee but as a person.
This company has very high ethics and a unique culture where
the work-life balance is important!

The Opportunity
You will have the opportunity to join this global team in a
brand new position as Clinical Study Manager, which has been
created due to the growing EMEA clinical group.
This company has built, and is continuing to build, clinical as a
key partner in the business so you can be sure to make an
impact on the future of the organisation.
From designing to implementing to managing; you will lead all
phases for the clinical study.

Your responsibilities:
Develop and review documents, presentations and
processes specific to the study and create study reports for
the clinical parts of regulatory submissions
Coordinate cross functional teams throughout clinical
studies including marketing and regulatory affairs in order
to ensure alignment and compliance to the company’s goals
and necessary regulations
Build and maintain key relationships with competent
authorities on a local level
Develop and execute Clinical strategy for the company for
various projects as they arise
Travel up to 25% in EU and internationally

Your qualifications:
3+ years experience working on clinical studies for Pre CE
mark study OR Post Market Clinical follow up activities
Experience with Class III implantable medical devices
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in science or health related
field
Fluent speaking, reading and writing in English AND
German OR Spanish OR Dutch

We’d love to hear from you!
Please send your CV to hello@elemed.eu for a confidential career discussion.
Only applicants who meet the requirements above will be considered for the role.
Unless otherwise stated we are not able to consider applicants without EU work
authorization. Elemed is an executive search firm, specialized in finding and
representing exceptional talent in medtech.
To find out more about our Candidate Services click
here:https://www.elemed.eu/candidates/

